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Abstract: A methodological framework for the current development is based on the completeness theory of
Professor M.M. Telemtaev. Authors developed key components of practical philosophy of complete-solutions.
A transition sequence "from practical philosophy to valuable practice" is demonstrated by means of complete
problem solving technology applicable for an enterprise (and other mini-spheres). A principle of unity of
worldview and decision-making practice, as well as the concept of decisions methodology are formulated.
Utility of the solution is considered for both the customer and the decision maker. The concepts of integrity
and completeness in decision-making are defined. A model of solution’s man-machine triad-technology is
proposed, as well as set of intensions with respect to subject, object and result of triad-technology, which are
exhibited in the course of complete solution of a problem of mini-sphere. Developed components represent a
key part of the general practical philosophy and are applicable for the implementation of advanced complete
solutions for a variety of problems in different mini-spheres, such as enterprices, organizations, agencies,
human, social group, institutions, etc.
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INTRODUCTION Building the decision-making technology depends on the

The Need for Practical Philosophy of Complete The problem may be in the two extreme states:
Solutions: Decisions are made in every sphere of human "satisfactory state of the problem", i.e. the state of
activity in connection with updating problems of survival, satisfactory resolution, or "current state", i.e. the state
preservation and development, the need to achieve requiring the adoption and implementation of appropriate
certain objectives and the emergence of new problems in solution to return the problem to "satisfactory state".
human life, as well as in enterprises established by people. Problem lifecycle involves two states: "satisfactory state

The problems,  as  sustainable  contradictions of the problem" and "current state", as well as two modes
between  the  desired  and  the  existing status of human of transition from satisfactory state to the current state
(or enterprise), cannot be solved "once and for all". and vise versa [3, 5-7].

problem state [1-4].
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The solution schemes, models, technologies, engaged  in  the  decision-making process; let call them
methods and solving process techniques, proposed by PGI - persons generating and implementing decisions, as
various solution theories [8-13], do not have a common well as PMR - persons making resolution. The goal of PGI
philosophical and methodological framework; besides, group consists in development and implementation of the
usually  they  are intended for just a noncurrent solution required number of alternative solutions and alternatives
to the problem. for their implementation. The goal of PMR group is to

In many cases, as a rule, the next step in any kind of make decisions, i.e. to select one of the solution
activity cannot be done without decision-making. For this alternatives and to make a choice of one of the solution
reason, decisions have to be made in advance. This implementation alternatives.
requires appropriate practical philosophy and technology To  describe  the  interaction  between   PGI,  PMR
for generating advance complete solutions. In that case and solutions, one can apply a completeness triad
the solutions can be generated in the desired number of "subject - object - result" of the activity [1, 5], where the
options before the need for their adoption and object describes the set of PGI, the subject - the set of
implementation [1, 7]. PMR and the result - the set of generated, adopted and

The aim of this work is to develop key components of implemented alternative solutions.
practical philosophy of complete-solutions, as an The  set  of  general  solution models that are based
integrated philosophical and methodological framework of on a triad, supports complete methodology of solutions
advance complete solutions generation, adoption and [1, 15].
implementing techniques. As a rule, PGI and PMR groups, when generating,

Practical philosophy of complete-solutions is aimed adopting and implementing solutions, act on behalf of a
at creating the technologies to generate, adopt and third party, for example, enterprise, by which they are
implement advanced complete solutions for all possible hired or subcontracted, or government agency that
lifecycles of a problem. This is developed on the basis of commissioned the development of the solution. It should
Professor M.M. Telemtaev’s completeness theory - be noted that the existing theories consider utility of made
general practical philosophy of activity [1, 11, 14]. solutions primarily with regard to customer of the

Components of Practical Philosophy of Complete institution, national economy, region, defense agency,
Solutions: People, in their activities, make decisions world economy and others [17].
consistent with their worldview that is described by the Therefore, it is required to develop a set of complete
Principle of the unity of worldview and activity [1, 15]: solution utility models in terms of their usefulness for

One of the main conditions of human activity is the both  for  the  customer  and  the PGI and PMR groups.
impact of person’s worldview and consciousness in The processes of these models application should be part
general on his activities, as well as the influence of of a methodological framework of the advance solution
activity processes and results on a person’s worldview generating, adopting and implementing techniques [1, 5].
and in general, on a person’s consciousness [16].

From the standpoint of completeness theory, Integrity and Completeness of Solution: We take the
human’s format of thinking and activity corresponds to following definitions in accordance with completeness
the  type  and  the  rank  of  his worldview completeness theory.
[1, 14, 15]. Integral solution is a set of solutions, containing the

Therefore, one of the main conditions of generating, code of integral impact on the status of the problem.
adopting and implementing advance complete solutions Effect of solution integrity code persists for at least three
must be complete methodology of solutions, combining life cycles of the problem’s actualization. Integral set of
complete development of decision-maker’s worldview and solutions includes a set of codes of integral impact on the
the decision generating, adopting and implementing problem status.
techniques [1, 15]. Complete solution is a solution, having a positive

Decision-making Participants: Decision-making at least two other solutions of the concerned set of
combines the process of taking decision and the result of solutions. In complete set of solutions each solution must
decision. It is reasonable to distinguish the laborers possess completeness.

solution, which usually is enterprise, organization,

impact on the generation, adopting and implementation of
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Types,  ranks   and    measures   of  solutions Interrelated Transformations of Triad-Technology
integrity   and   completeness  are  determined in Components: In the process of generating, adoption and
accordance with the complete method of completeness implementing of advanced complete solutions are
theory [14, 15]. developed  based  on  general  models  of   activity  triad

Integral and complete solution at the corresponding [1, 5, 11].
types, ranks and measures of solution integrity and
completeness is complete-solution. The Result of Triad-Technology of Complete Solution to

Mini-Spheres and Solution Triads: Professor M.M. several intensions. Each of them can be protected by
Telemtaev in    his   completeness   theory  considers copyright protection as a form of intellectual property.
mini-spheres, which are any activity subjects and objects, Conception of a solution is the 1  intension of a
such as enterprises, organizations, agencies, human, result in triad-technology. It represents a reasonable
social groups and institutions, as well as national, variety of choice alternatives that are useful for further
regional  and  world economies. As particular cases of development of solutions.
mini-spheres description, one can use systems, The idea of solution is the 2  intension of the result
technologies and models [15]. in the triad-technology. It represents the basic principle of

As already stated, to describe the interaction the solution, which is formed on the basis of conception
between PGI and PMR groups and solutions, we can and is chosen from a variety of "equally useful"
apply common solution triad "subject of the solution - alternatives for solving the problem of mini-sphere.
object of the solution - the result of the solution". Draft decision is the 3  intension of the result in the

Particular  modes  of  the  triad  are  as  follows:  the triad-technology. It represents a set of documents for the
triad  "criterion  - virtual model - actual model to solve the implementation of the idea, adopted based on studying
problem"; the triad "problem - problem carrier - result the feasibility of different opportunities for
(product) to solve the problem"; and the triad "missionary implementation of this idea in accordance with the design
- own - group goals to solve the problem" [1, 11]. standards. The project may represent a draft policy, order,

Application of triad models allows one to form a regulation, be design, engineering, construction or any
complete thinking of PGI and PMR groups that, in turn, is other action project for the application of solution.
necessary for complete solving of certain mini-sphere Approved draft solution is the 4  intension of the
problems. result in the triad-technology. It is a modified set of

The  Principle  of  Complete  Solutions:  The main draft solution, for example, by experienced local
theorem  of  a  principle  of  complete solution is implementation of the project and carrying out suitable
determined based on the fundamental principle of tests.
complete activity, as well as general  principles of Implementation project is the 5  intension of the
complete  technology  and  complete innovation, result in the triad-technology. It represents a set of
proposed by Professor M.M. Telemtaev [5, 6, 16]. It is documents for the project implementation, adopted on the
formulated as follows: basis of the study of various features of the project

To implement a unified methodological technology implementation in a given mini-sphere (e.g., enterprise) in
framework  of  complete  solution  to  the   problem of accordance with established standards for the
mini-sphere, one needs to apply a general model of the implementation projects (e.g., projects on work
generating, adoption and implementing of the integral and performance).
complete solutions in the form of triad-technology The  degree  of  mini-sphere  problem  solution  is  the
subject of solution - object of solution - result of solution 6  intension of the result in the triad-technology. It

and its particular forms. represents   a    set    of   indicators   of   mini-sphere’s
Triad with the highest level of integrity and (e.g., enterprise) altered state after the implementation of

completeness is a complete-triad, whose type, rank and a proven draft solution based on the solution
degree of integrity and completeness are determined by implementation project. Here, a set of solution indicators
the technique of completeness theory for a specific of a posed mini-sphere problem (e.g., company) is a key
problem solution technology [7]. issue.

the Problem of Mini-Sphere: Is consistently expressed in
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Utility for mini-sphere is the 7  intension of the result Solver for the benefit of mini-sphere is the 6th

in the triad-technology. It represents a set of mini-sphere intension of the PGI group in the triad–technology object.
(e.g. company) indicators, calculated and obtained by the It solves the problems of obtaining benefits (profit) for
solution consumer, as well as the utility of the draft mini-sphere (e.g., enterprise) from implementation of the
solution. draft solution.

Utility for  triad-technology  is  the  8  intension of Solver  for  the  benefit  of  triad–technology   is  theth

the result in the triad-technology. It represents a set of 7  intension of the PGI group in the triad–technology
triad-technology indicators, calculated and obtained by object. It solves the problems of obtaining benefits
the solution creator (including PGI and PMR groups), as (profit) for the triad–technology, including PGI and PMR
well as the utility of the draft solution. groups, being the solution creators and implementators of

Stored solution is the 9  intension of the result in the the draft solution.th

triad-technology. It represents the used solution, Archiver is the 8  intension of the PGI group in the
excluded from the circulation and stored in the archive for triad–technology object. It produces archiving of the
construction and application of future solutions. production triad–technology of solution for

All intensions in the triad-technology organically implementation in future project activities.
transform "one into another", representing inherently a All intensions in the PGI group in triad–technology
complete integrity, so-termed complete-unity. object organically transform "one into another",

The Object of Triad-Technology of the Complete Solution complete-unity.
to the Problem of Mini-Sphere: As already noted,
actually accomplishes production technology of resultant The Subject of Triad-Technology of the Complete
solution. The PGI group, being the main "driving force" of Solution to the Minisphere Problem: As already noted, is
the triad-technology object, is presented in eight coordinating both production of resulting solution and
intensions. the statuses of solution result, starting from conception

Analyst is the 1  initial intension of the PGI group in to final benefit. The main "driving force" of the PMRst

the triad–technology object. Analyst produces group, as a triad-technology subject, is expressed in four
conception of the triad-technology result, i.e. the image, intensions.
the "outline" of solution in the form of analytical draft Monitor, controller is the 1  intension of the PMR
decision conception. group in the triad-technology subject. It performs regular

Researcher is the 2  intension of the PGI group in the monitoring of the development and variations in the resultnd

triad–technology object. PGI-researcher produces and the object. 
research project of the solution idea. Expert is the 2  intension of the PMR group in the

Designer is the 3  intension of the PGI group in the triad-technology subject. It provides professional supportrd

triad–technology object. PGI-designer carries out the to  ensure  the  integrity  and  the completeness of the
project on practical implementation of a complete solution mini-sphere problem solution by preparing proper
to the problem of mini-sphere based on analytical and conclusions.
research projects. Approval  authority,  the licensor  is  the 3  intension

Approbator or investigator is the 4  intension of the of  the  PMR  group   in   the   triad-technology   subject.th

PGI group in the triad–technology object. PGI-approbator It  is  aimed  at  the  legal  support   to   ensure  the
carries out the approbation of the practical implementation integrity and completeness of the mini-sphere problem
project of a complete solution to the problem of mini- solution.
sphere. This can be man-machine test production, pilot Manager is the 4  intension of the PMR group in the
plant production, or production of industrial prototype, triad-technology subject. Manager controls the status of
etc. triad-technology and its components and directs their

Mini-sphere transformer (e.g., enterprise), which is activities in accordance with the criteria of the best
based on the practical implementation of a proven draft resolution of the minisphere problem (e.g., enterprise).
solution, is the 5  intension of the PGI group in the All intensions in the PMR group in triad–technologyth

triad–technology object. It carries out the implementation subject organically transform "one into another",
of the draft solution and the corresponding representing, inherently a complete integrity, so-termed
transformation of mini-sphere (e.g., enterprise). complete-unity.
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All intensions of the triad-technology result, as well 5. Telemtaev, M.M., 2012. The principle of
as PGI and PMR groups, are interrelated through direct completeness and its implementation. Bulletin of the
communication and feedback, enhancing degree of Russian Economic University named after G.V.
advancement, integrity and completeness of solutions to Plekhanov, 9(51): 74-81.
the posed problems. 6. Nurahov, N.N., 2010. Completeness of innovation

Final Part: The results shown represent the key "MST", pp: 156.
components of practical philosophy of generating, 7. Telemtaev, M.M., 2013. Completeness theory: a
adoption and implementing of advance complete general practical philosophy of complete activity.
solutions. Experience has shown that their use is effective Electric Research Journal, Bulletin of the Russian
for solving various activity problems of different mini- Economic University named after G.V. Plekhanov,
spheres, such as enterprises, organizations, agencies, 3(13).
social group, human, institutions, etc. Described key 8. Anderson, D., 1997. An Introduction to Management
components of practical philosophy of complete- Science. Quantitative Approaches to Decision
solutions have been implemented for solution to the Making, Minneapolis, pp: 763.
problems related to education, innovations, management, 9. Dyer, J.S., 1973. An Empirical Investigation of a Man-
computer science, sociology, life safety and energy Machine Interactive Approach to the Solution of the
efficiency of enterprises. They are described in a number Multiple Criteria Problem, in "Multiple Criteria
of previously published studies [1, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, etc.]. Decision Making," Cochrane James L. and Milan

CONCLUSIONS Columbia, S.C.

Availability of proven key  components  allows one Readings on Choices Under Uncertainty, McGraw
to create a "roadmap" of complete solutions that will Hill, ISBN 0-07-052579-X. 
increase feasibility of practical philosophy application in 11. Telemtaev, M.M., 2012. Completeness theory or
the context of complete-solutions and provide step-by- philosophy: theory and practice of complete
step algorithms for generating, adoption and solutions, M, Irisbuk, pp: 234.
implementing of advance complete-solutions for all 12. Hammond, J., 1999. Smart Choices: A practical Guide
components of the problem life-cycle. For that end, one to  making  better  Decisions, J. Hammond, Boston,
needs to apply relevant parts of completeness theory, pp: 244.
which are dealing with the general completeness-based 13. Anderson and F. Barry, 2002. The Three Secrets of
approach and complete method [1, 11, 14]. This is the task Wise  Decision  Making,  Single  Reef   Press,  ISBN
of subsequent studies. 0-9722177-0-3.
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